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Abstract – In this contribution we present a novel approach to enhance the B1 distribution of a RF
dipole coil by utilizing a high-impedance-surface (HIS) shield for ultra-high field (UHF) magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI).
The simulation model for the investigation of
improving the B1 homogeneity with a HIS shield is
displayed in Fig. 1. A 25 cm-long symmetrically fed
dipole element, which is terminated by two meanders
has been employed as an excitation of the B1 field.
The geometry of the meander remains unchanged
in comparison to [2]. In order to fine-tune the current
distribution on the strip line, high-dielectric
substrates (r=11.2) have been placed around the
meander sections [3]. A two-dimensional HIS (EBG)
structure [3] which operates as the RF shield is
located below the dipole element with a separation
distance of d. Additionally to the HIS case, two other
shielding scenarios are considered here for the Fig.1: The simulation model in EMPIRE XPU for the
purpose of comparison: a perfect electric conductor investigation of improving the B1 homogeneity with a
(PEC), which models the conventional metallic HIS shield and the effect of different separation
shielding plate, and a perfect magnetic conductor distance from the dipole coil to the shielding plate [1].
(PMC), which exhibits an absolute surface current
suppression (ideal case for a HIS shield). In order to model the human body at 300 MHz, a
homogenous flat phantom (r=58.2, =0.92 S/m) is placed 2 cm above the dipole element.
The B1 field distributions in the transverse cut-plane of the phantom (cf. Fig. 1) for different
shielding scenarios (PEC, HIS and PMC) are shown in Fig. 2. The corresponding field distribution
is normalized to the square root of the peak SAR inside the phantom. The effect of a variation of
the separation distance from the dipole coil to the RF shields (d = 5 mm, 10 mm, 20 mm) is
investigated here. In general, the HIS shield behaves quite similar to the PMC condition and
provides an improved B1 homogeneity due to the broader field distribution in comparison to the
PEC condition (cf. Fig. 2). For a small separation distance, the HIS has an advantage over the
PEC shield considering the magnetic field distribution inside the phantom. Since the induced
current on the PEC shield considerably affects the B1 field excited by the dipole coil due to
proximity, whereas the surface current on the HIS shield is sufficiently suppressed. For an
increased separation distance, the impact of the induced current is weakened and, thus, changes
on the field distribution with different shielding scenarios (HIS and PEC) are reduced. Additionally,
the penetration depth is slightly enhanced by utilizing a HIS/PMC shield, indicating by the extended
equipotential lines of the B1 distribution (cf. Fig. 2).
Fig. 3 shows the measured transverse magnetic field distribution for different shielding plate: a
copper-plated substrate and a two-dimensional HIS structure [4]. The separation distance between
the dipole and the corresponding shielding plate is set to 1 cm. Similar to the simulation, the magnetic
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field is normalized to the square root of peak SAR inside the phantom and plotted in dB. The
measurement results in Fig. 3 indicate that a broader magnetic field distribution in transversal
direction can be achieved by using a HIS shield compared to the conventional metal shield.
Additionally, the absolute penetration of the magnetic field inside the phantom is slightly improved
as well. The multi-channel coil arrangement is currently under investigation.

Fig.2: Simulated transverse | B1| field distribution of the dipole coil inside the phantom for different shielding plates
(PEC (a), HIS (b) and PMC (c)) and separation distances (d=5 mm, 10 mm, 20 mm) at 300 MHz The corresponding
field distribution is normalized to the square root of the peak SAR and plotted in dB [1].

Fig.3: Measured transverse | B1| field distributions at 300 MHz for different shielding plate: a copper-plated substrate
(a) and a two-dimensional EBG structure (b). The corresponding | B1| fields (in µT) are normalized to the square root
of peak SAR inside the phantom and plotted in dB [5].
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